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Abstract. It is allowed that data of the content producer is cached anywhere in 

Content Centric MANET (CCMANET). This scheme decoupling of data from the 

data source make traditional end-end authentication transmission unavailable in 

CCMANET. So, it is a challenge how to ensure content publishing or subscribing 

only by legitimate users. In this paper, we firstly design a new Yaksha system on 

Elliptic Curve (EC-Yaksha), and then a secure Content Publish/Subscribe System 

based on EC-Yaksha (ECY-CPS) for CCMANET is proposed. In ECY-CPS, EC-

Yaksha server manages joining or leaving of network users and distributes 

“license” only to legitimate user for content publishing or subscribing. Such, it is 

guaranteed that only the legitimate users can publish content to network or access 

content cached in network. In addition, using of the license can efficiently defend 

common attacks such as the interest flooding and the content pollution etc. 

Finally, we prove security properties of ECY-CPS in PCL and make a simple 

comparison between our system and the related solution. 

Keywords: information centric networking, content centric networking/named 

data networking, content delivery, mobile ad hoc networks. 

1. Introduction 

According to the recent Cisco Visual Networking Index Global Forecast and Service 

Adoption for 2013 to 2018 [1]: content delivery networks will carry over half of internet 

traffic by 2018; Traffic from wireless and mobile devices will exceed traffic from wired 

devices by 2018. To satisfy these new application requirements such as content delivery 

and mobile application etc., the research community pays close attention to the 

discussion of new internet architecture [2, 3]. In this context, Information Centric 

Networking (ICN) has emerged as a promising candidate for the architecture of the 

future internet.  CCN/NDN (Content Centric Networking [4]/ Named Data Network [5]) 

is pioneering fully-fledged ICN architecture. The CCN/NDN has rapidly gained 

consensus, thanks to the simple, robust and effective communication model. 

CCN/NDN has two built-in features that are beneficial to mobility: its data-centric 

design and stateful forwarding plane. First, every packet, either Interest or Content, 

carriers a content name only, instead of any address. Second, the states of content 

requests, namely interest packets in the Pending Interest Tables (PITs) of the forwarding 

plane, enable the reverse path forwarding of content packets, which makes the location 

of content consumers transparent to the routing plane and content producers. Thus, 
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CCN/NDN natively supports data delivery to mobile consumers. So, these features 

make CCN/NDN a particularly attractive solution for wireless ad hoc environments, like 

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [6-11]. However, in CCN/NDN, decoupling of 

data from the source allows data to be stored anywhere. This in-network caching makes 

traditional end-end authentication transmission unavailable in CCN/NDN. It is a 

challenge how to ensure publishing of network data only by legitimate users and high 

availability of the cached data only to legitimate users. In [12], Christopher A. Wood 

proposed a content distribution scheme based on Proxy Re-Encryption [13]. We call this 

scheme as PRE-SCD. The content delivery doesn’t rely on any server in PRE-SCD, but 

it requires the content producer is always online. Misra et al. [14] developed a secure 

content delivery scheme based on Broadcast Encryption [15, 16] to preserve content 

accessibility in the event that producers are taken offline. We call this scheme as BE-

SCD. However, BE-SCD needs to rely on the internet infrastructure or CDN. BE-SCD 

is not fit for a multi-source environment Such as CCMANET in which any legitimate 

user can publish the produced content. 

In addition, CCN/NDN changes the security model from securing the path to 

securing the content, which is available to all ICN nodes. As a consequence, new 

attacks have appeared with this new security model in addition to the legacy attacks that 

may have an impact on ICN. Surveys of security for ICN are investigated in [17-18]. 

Attacks to ICN are classified into four categories: naming, routing, caching, and other 

miscellaneous related attacks in [17]. New privacy challenges are studied in [18]. They 

also think that the interest flooding and the content pollution are two important attacks 

to ICN architecture. So, it is necessary to design a secure content publish/subscribe 

scheme for CCN/NDN especially in sensitive network environments, such as the 

tactical and emergency MANETs.  

Yaksha system [19] is a variant of public-key cryptosystems RSA [20], in which the 

RSA private key is split in two portions. One portion becomes a user’s Yaksha private 

key, and the other the Yaksha server’s private key. This scheme can be used to key 

escrow, joint digital Signature and key exchange et al. cryptographic functions.  

In this paper, we firstly design a new Yaksha system on ECC (Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography [21]) and call it EC-Yaksha system. The principal attraction of ECC, 

compared to RSA, is that it can offer equal security for a far smaller key size, thereby 

reducing processing overhead. And then, we propose a secure content publish/subscribe 

system based on EC-Yaksha. It is abbreviated to ECY-CPS (Content Publish/Subscribe 

system based on Yaksha on Elliptic Curve) in this paper. In ECY- CPS, Joining and 

leaving of network users is uniformly managed by EC-Yaksha server. It is particularly 

important that EC-Yaksha server is responsible for monitoring content publishing and 

subscribing. That is to say, the EC-Yaksha server only issues the “license” (a joint 

signature between the content consumer and the EC-Yaksha server) for publishing or 

subscribing content to legitimate user. So, it can be guaranteed by ECY-CPS that only 

the legitimate user can publish content to network and access content cached in 

network. Our scheme is fit for multi-source environment, and doesn’t require that the 

content producer is always online because using of the EC-Yaksha server that is 

independent of the producer, and our new solution may don’t rely on the internet 

infrastructure or CDN. In addition, our scheme also can efficiently prevent the interest 

flooding attack and the content pollution attack because of using the joint signature. 

Formal security analysis based on logic is an important approach to verify security 

properties of a network and cryptographic protocol. Protocol Composition Logic (PCL) 
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[22, 23] is a formal logic for stating and proving security properties of network 

protocols. The logic was originally proposed in 2001 and has evolved over time through 

case studies of widely-used protocol such as SSL/TLS, IEEE 802.11i, and variants of 

Kerberos. In [24], based on observational equivalence theory, we extend PCL to be 

Anonymity PCL (APCL) to satisfy the special needs of anonymous analysis. In this 

paper, we model and demonstrate secrecy and authentication properties of ECY-CPS in 

PCL. Finally, we make a comparison analysis between our system and the related 

solutions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. 

Some backgrounds on ECY-CPS is given in section 3, followed by PCL in section 4. in 

section 5 an elliptic curve based new Yaksha system is proposed. The simplification 

model of CCMANET is given in section 6. ECY-CPS is developed in section 7, and 

security properties are proved in section 8. Comparison analysis is made in section 9 

with conclusion in section 10. 

2. Related Work 

2.1. PRE-SCD Protocol 

Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE) [13] enables decryption rights to be selectively delegated. 

Based on proxy re-encryption with identity-based cryptography, a secure content 

dissemination scheme is proposed in [12]. We refer to the scheme as PRE-SCD (Proxy 

Re-Encryption based Secure Content Distribution). In PRE-SCD, the content producer 

encrypts the published content using the identity of the respective content name. 

Because all content would be protected with the PRE scheme so as to (1) enable 

effective use of network caches, (2) prevent key and content leakages (i.e. users 

exposing decryption keys or the decrypted content), (3) simplify key management, and 

(4) improve overall security by true end-to-end encryption. This ecosystem is captured 

in Figure1. With an architecture based entirely on PRE for content protection, each 

piece of content would be encrypted once by the producer using the identity of the 

respective content name. Since the producer is the only entity that can generate and 

store the corresponding secret key for this identity, the content remains secure as it is 

distributed throughout the network. Note that a content consumer who is interested in 

some content needs to apply for a corresponding re-encryption key from the producer 

when it receives the encrypted content. Until it re-encrypts the encrypted content from 

the producer or the network using the secret key of the respective itself identity, the 

content consumer can decrypt to obtain the interested content. It is obvious that this 

scheme allows any user publish content to the network. 

However, in PRE-SCD, to guarantee that only a legitimate user can acquire the re-

encryption key and further access the content on the network, an end-end authentication 

process between the content producer and the content consumer must be required even 

if a content consumer obtains the encrypted content from a neighboring router that 

cached this content. So, to satisfy this requirement, it must be necessary that the content 

producer is forever online. However, this can be difficult in a claimed environment that 

does not rely on trusted CDNs or traditional PKI cryptosystems. In our scheme, the 
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encrypted/decrypted key for content is managed and distributed by the Yaksha server 

that is required online forever. 

 

 

Fig. 1. PRE-SCD Architecture [12] 

2.2. BE-SCD Protocol 

Broadcast encryption [15, 16] is well known technique for secure content distribution. 

In the typical scenario, a content producer will encrypt the published content for a 

subset of users and then publishes the ciphertext on a specific channel. Each content 

consumer belonging to the original subset and who is also listening on that channel may 

then use their secret share to decrypt the content. In [14], a secure content delivery for 

ICN based on broadcast encryption was proposed. We name the scheme as BE-SCD. In 

BE-SCD, the content producer (such as Netflix etc.) firstly encrypts the published 

content using a secret key and generates an Enabling Block (EB) that contains the 

information for a legitimate user to extract the secret key using its’ secret share (have 

been in advance distributed to the legitimate user in registers stage). And then the 

producer publishes the encrypted content along with EB to the network. In [14], the 

authors assume a hierarchical set-up as shown in Fig. 2. The encrypted content flows 

from the content producer, to the Content Delivery Network (CDN) nodes, to the 

Internet Service Provider (ISP), and finally to the end user who requests the content. It 

is clear that PRE-SCD relies on the internet infrastructure or CDN. 

When a content consumer, who is interested in the received content and possesses the 

secret share, receives a content packet from a router in its’ neighborhood router, it firstly 

computes the decrypted key for the content from EB using its’ secret share and the 

lagrangian interpolation method. The consumer can get the interested content when it 

captures the decrypted key. It is the goal of BE-SCD to ensure the content is encrypted 

and cannot be used by an entity that is not a legitimate user (not even the CDN or the 

ISPs). 

Using of this scheme, which the encrypted content is send along with the information 

used for calculating the decrypted key by the content consumer,  efficiently tackled the 

problem that the content publisher is always required online in PRE-SCD. However, 

this scheme requires that the producer (it can be a server or CDN) pre-distributes the 

secret share to each user in registration stage. So, it isn’t fit for our multi-source 

environment that allows any producer has right to apply for publishing content to the 

network. And we concern such network that can’t rely on CDN and even can’t rely on 

the internet infrastructure. 
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Fig. 2. BE-SCD Architecture [14] 

3. Preliminaries 

3.1. Overview of CCN/NDN 

Information retrieval in CCN/NDN is driven by the consumer, which uses interest 

packets to request content “by name”. Intermediate nodes in select their outgoing 

network interface(s) for interest forwarding. Finally, upon receiving an interest, a 

provider, which is the content source or any other network node that temporarily stores 

the requested content, replies with a named data packet that piggybacks authentication 

and data-integrity information. The content packet is a self-identify and self-

authenticating unit, so in-network data caching is enabled. The data packet follows the 

“bread crumbs” left by the interest at intermediate nodes back to the consumer. 

CCN/NDN node is composed of three main components, namely the Forwarding 

Information Base (FIB), The Pending Interest Table (PIT), and the Content Store (CS). 

The FIB table stores domains (name prefixes) and their corresponding outgoing face. 

The PIT table keeps track of outstanding interests; when an intermediate router forwards 

an interest packet through one of its outgoing faces, a corresponding “pending interest” 

entry is created in the PIT. The last component, CS, is essentially a content repository. 

For a more complete discussion of CCN/NDN, please see [4, 5]. 

3.2. Overview of Yaksha System 

The Yaksha system [19] is a variant of the RSA public-key cryptosystem. The system 

works as follows: as in the RSA system, user Alice has her public key pair (eA, nA). 

Unlike the traditional RSA system, however, the Yaksha system uses two distinct 

private keys-Alice’s private Key, denoted by dAA, and the Yaksha server’s 

corresponding key for Alice, denoted by dAY. These two new private keys are related to 

the original RSA private key dA by the mathematical relation dAA×dAY=dA mod nA. 
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In the Yaksha system, each user X has his or her own private key dXX, and the Yaksha 

server maintains a corresponding server private key dXY. The system can be used to 

perform several security functions such as joint digital signatures, key exchange, key 

escrow etc. 

The joint digital signature is an important technology provided by Yaksha system. 

Now, we show how the user can interact with the server to sign a message M. Alice 

calculates 1 mod ( )AAd

As M n and sends s1 to the Yaksha server. The Yaksha server uses 

dAY to calculate the joint signature 1 mod ( ) modAY AA AYd d d

A As s n M n 
  . Now, s is Alice’s 

signature on message M and is indistinguishable from a regular RSA signature. The 

other user can verify the signature using Alice’s RSA public key eA. 

4. Protocol Compsition Logic (PCL) 

4.1. Syntax of the PCL 

Protocol Composition Logic (PCL) is developed in [22, 23]. A simple protocol 

programming language is used to represent a protocol by a set of roles, such as 

“initiator” or “server”, each specifying a sequence of actions to be executed by an 

honest participant. Protocol actions include nonce generation, encryption, decryption 

and communication steps (sending and receiving). Every principal can be executing one 

or more copies of each role at the same time. PCL use the word thread to refer to a 

principal executing one particular instance of a role. Each thread X is a pair 
^

( , )X  where 
^

X is a principal and  is a unique session id. A run is a record of all actions executed by 

honest principals and the attacker during protocol execution. The set of runs of a 

protocol is determined by the operational semantics of the protocol programming 

language. 

Table 1.  Syntax of PCL 

a ::= Send( , ) | Receive( , ) | New( , ) | Sign( , , ) | Verify( , , ) | 

        SymEnc( , , ) | PkEnc( , , ) | SymDec( , , ) | PkDec( , , )

:: | Has( , ) | Honest( ) | SafeMsg( , , ) |

         Se

X t X t X t X t k X t k

X t k X t k X t k X t k

a X t X M s




Action formulas

Formu s

 

la

K

ndsSafeMsg( , , ) | | SafeNet( , ) | .X s s V   K K

 

 

Table 1 summarizes the syntax of the logic used in this paper. For every protocol 

action, there is a corresponding action predicate which asserts that the action has 

occurred in the run. Action predicates are useful for capturing authentication properties 

of protocols since they can be used to assert which principals sent and received certain 

messages. For example, predicate Send(X, t) means that the thread X has sent the term t, 

while New(X, n) means X generates fresh nonce n. Honest(
^

X ) means that 
^

X is acting 
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honestly, i.e., the actions of every thread of 
^

X precisely follows some role of the 

protocol. Interpretations of other principals see [22, 23]. 

4.2. Proof System of the PCL 

Protocol proofs usually use modal formulas of the form [ ]XP  in PCL. The modal 

formulas informally means that if X starts from a state in which  holds, and executes 

the program P, then in the resulting state the security property is guaranteed to hold 

irrespective of the actions of an attacker and other honest principals. 

The proof system extends first-order logic with axioms and proof rules for protocol 

actions, temporal reasoning, knowledge, and a specialized form of invariance rule called 

the honesty rule. This rule is essential for combining facts about one role with inferred 

actions of other roles. Intuitively, if Alice receives a response from a message sent to 

Bob, the honesty rule captures Alice’s ability to use properties of Bob’s role to reason 

about how Bob generated his reply. In short, if Alice assumes that Bob is honest, she 

may use Bob’s role to reason from this assumption. PCL’s axioms and rules used in this 

paper see [22, 23]. 

4.3. Compositional Proof of PCL 

Following the modular design of the protocol, the compositional approach is developed 

in [22, 23].  This method can prove properties of the whole protocol by combining 

proofs of its parts. In [22, 23], the authors proposed three kinds of composition 

operation on protocols-parallel, sequential, and staged. One central concept in 

composition proof methods is the notion of an “invariant”. An invariant for a protocol is 

a logic formula that characterizes the environment in which it retains its security 

properties.  In this paper, we use staged composition in secrecy analysis. The details of 

staged composition see [23]. 

5. Yaksha System on Elliptic Curve 

Based on Yaksha system [19], EC-Yaksha (Yaksha system on Elliptic Curve) is 

developed in this paper. We assume that E is elliptic curve group on finite field 

Fq, ( )qP E F , and the order of P is a large prime number n. The process creating Yaksha 

key is descripted as follows. 

In EC-Yaksha system, user Alice firstly selects dAA( AA nd Z ) as herself Yaksha 

private key and computes QAA=dAA×P, and then she sends QAA to Yaksha server on a 

secure channel. When Yaksha server receives QAA from Alice, it firstly selects dAY as its 

Yaksha private key corresponding with dAA and computes QA=dAY×QAA, and then sends 

QA to Alice on a secure channel.  Now, Alice’s public and private key pair is ((dAA, dAY), 

QA), where the private key dAA only is known by Alice and the private key dAY only is 
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possessed by the Yaksha server. QA is Alice’s public key corresponding with the private 

key pair (dAA, dAY).  

5.1. Joint Signature on EC-Yaksha 

According to ECDSA developed in [21], joint signature of Alice and EC-Yaksha server 

on message m is developed as follows: 

 

Alice: 

(1) Randomly selects nk Z . 

(2) Computes k×P=(x1,y1) and r= x1mod n; 

(3) Computes k
-1

 mod n; 

(4) Computes the signature s’=dAA mod n, and sends four tuples (m, r, k
-1

, s’) to the 

Yaksha server on a secure channel. 

 

Yaksha server: 

(5) Computes s=k
-1

× (h(m)+dAY×s’) mod n; 

 

Now, (m, r, s) is the joint signature of Alice and the Yaksha server on message m. 

5.2. Signature Verification on EC-Yaksha 

We assume that Bob receives joint signature (m, r, s), he verifies the signature as 

follows: 

(1) Computes w=s
-1

 mod n and hash value h(m); 

(2) Computes u1=h(m)×w mod n, u2=r×w mod n; 

(3) Computes u1×P+u2×QA =(x0, y0), v=x0 mod n; 

(4) If only v=r, Bob accepts this signature. 

5.3. Correctness Verification 

Finally, we prove correctness of this joint signature algorithm. 

u1×P+ u2×QA= h(m)×w×P+r×w×QA 

= (h(m)×s
-1

×P+ r×s
-1

×dAA×dAY×P) 

= (h(m) + r ×dAA×dAY)×s
-1

×P 

= (h(m) + r×dAA×dAY)(k
-1

× (h(m)+dAY×s'))
-1

×P 

= (h(m) +r×dAA×dAY)×(h(m) +r×dAA×dAY)
-1

×(k
-1

)
-1

×P 

= k×P 
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6. System Model 

6.1. Network Model 

To illustrate our new scheme, simplified CCMANET network model is shown in figure 

3. Here, node S is a content producer, namely the data source. It may publish content to 

the network. Node C is a user who is interested in some content cached in network, so, 

we refer to it as a content consumer. The content consumer may subscribe content 

cached in the network by broadcasting the interest packet. Node Y that can be connected 

with any node is the EC-Yaksha server. The EC-Yaksha server manages all network 

user information and the relative information of the content in the network. Each user 

who wants to join the network needs to register to the EC-Yaksha server. Of course, it is 

deleted from the EC-Yaksha server when a user leaves the network. At the same time, 

the EC-Yaksha server monitors publishing and subscribing of content. The EC-Yaksha 

server maintains a database, we refer to the database as Content Information Database 

(CIDB), to implement the management task. CIDB consists of three main fields: NAME, 

KEY, SID. Of course, you can append other fields in CIDB to satisfy a concrete 

application. Here, NAME is the name of some content cached on the network. KEY is 

the encrypted key generated by the EC-Yaksha server and used to encrypt the published 

content by S, or decrypt the encrypted content by C. And SID is the identity of the 

content producer. The EC-Yaksha server may update CIDB according to the popularity 

degree of content. This problem will be discussed in the future.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Simplified CCMANET Network Model 

In Figure 3,  is the network consisted of other nodes except that we consider 

specific nodes such as C, S, and Y. All of nodes in  are equipped three components 

such as CS, PIT and FIB. To cope with wireless links and node mobility, we can select 

one of forwarding strategies for CCN/NDN packets are proposed in [8-11]. That is to 

say,  models the network following requirements of forwarding the interest packet 

and the content packet in CCN/NDN, and also can cache data.  
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6.2. Threat model 

In our threat model, we consider the consumer C, the data source Sand the EC-Yaksha 

server are all honest. That is to say, all of them will behave honestly to follow the 

proposed scheme. We also assume that the network  will forward the interest packet 

and the content packet according to our proposed protocol rules. In this paper, we 

mainly consider the external adversaries. The external adversaries are assumed in our 

system to eavesdrop the message transmitted on the network. What is more, they could 

also launch some active attacks, for instance, tampering the message or replaying the 

old message. 

6.3. Security requirements 

To prevent attacks from the aforementioned adversaries and ensure the security of 

content delivery, we require that the proposed scheme should satisfy the security 

requirements given as follows. 

Data confidentiality: It requires that only the legitimate network user can access the 

content cached on the network, and any other one should be prevented from obtaining 

the relevant encrypted/decrypted key on the content. 

Data authentication: It indicates the authentication for the user identity and message 

integrity. The former means that only the legitimate network user can broadcast the 

interest packet to subscribe the interested content from the network or publish content to 

the network. While the latter guarantees any altered data, during transmission could be 

detected. These data is often the content name in the interest packet and the content in 

the content packet. 

7. ECY-CPS System 

Our new system consists of five stages: EC-Yaksha key generation, content publish, 

content subscribe, packet forwarding and content fetch. We detailedly illustrate how 

they work as follows. 

7.1. Key Generation 

We assume that any user X acquires the master secret key KXY shared with the EC-

Yaksha server when it registers to the network.  And then the EC-Yaksha server and the 

user X collaboratively compute the EC-Yaksha system keys ((dXX, dXY), QX) as 

illustrated in section 5. In addition, the EC-Yaksha server also plays the role of CA 

(Certification Authority) to manage user’s public key certification. Finally, we assume 

that all of users in network use same symmetric cryptography algorithm such as AES or 

DES. 
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7.2. Content Publish 

We assume that the data source S produces content Ca, and the CCN/NDN name of this 

content Ca is a, the process of publishing this content is as follows: 

1) S firstly applies for a license used to publish content Ca and an encrypted key ka 

used to encrypt Ca by sending the following message to the EC-Yaksha server. 

 
{ || || || || { ( )}}

SSS Y SY d aID ID n a SIG H C
 

(1) 

       Where nSY in (1) is a nonce, and the subscript SY indicates that the nonce is one that 

S sends to the EC-Yaksha server. H(Ca) is hash value of the content 

Ca. { ( )}
SSd aSIG H C is the signature that S signs on H(Ca) using the user portion dSS of 

EC-Yaksha private keys. 

2) The EC-Yaksha server firstly verifies the identity of S when it receives the message 

in (1). If this verification is fail, it deletes this message. Otherwise, the EC-Yaksha 

server generates an encrypted key ka and records information, such as the identity 

of S, the name a of content and the encrypted key ka in CIDB. 

3) The EC-Yaksha server signs on { ( )}
SSd aSIG H C using the server portion dSY of the 

EC-Yaksha private key further to generate the joint signature { ( )}
SS SYd d aSIG H C  of 

H(Ca). And then it sends the following message to S.  

{ || || { || { ( )}|| }
SY SS SYY S K SY d d a aID ID SYMENC n SIG H C k  

(2) 

4) When S receives the message in (2), it firstly recovers the joint signature and the 

encrypted key ka by decrypting the ciphertext in the message (2) using the shared 

master key KSY, and then it verifies the joint signature { ( )}
SS SYd d aSIG H C using public 

key QS. If the signature verification successes, it publishes the following content to 

 and deletes this key ka: 

{ || || { ( )}|| { || ( ) || { ( )}} 
SS SY a SS SYS d d a k a a d d aID a SIG H C SYMENC C H C SIG H C   

Note that the joint signature { ( )}
SS SYd d aSIG H C is the “license” that S publishes content to 

the network . 

7.3. Content Subscribe 

We assume that a content consumer C is interested in the content Ca (the CCN/NDN 

name of this content Ca is a), the process that the content consumer C generates and 

broadcasts the interest packet is as follows: 

1) C sends the following message to the EC-Yaksha server, here, nCY is a nonce that C 

sends to server, and H(a) is hash value of the content name a. 

{ || || || || { ( )}}
CCC Y CY dID ID a n SIG H a

 
(3) 

2) The EC-Yaksha server firstly verifies the identity of C when it receives the message 

in (3). If this verification is fail, it deletes this message. Otherwise, the server 

checks if there exists the content that the name is a on the network by locating its’ 
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CIDB. If the locating is fail, it discards the interest packet, Otherwise, it generates 

and sends the following messages to C: 

{ || || || { || { ( )}|| }}
CY CC CYY C K CY d d aID ID a SYMENC n SIG H a k  

(4) 

3) When C receives the message in (4), it firstly recovers the joint signature and the 

decrypted key ka by decrypting the ciphertext in the message (4) using the shared 

master key KCY, and then it verifies the joint signature { ( )}
CC CYd dSIG H a using public 

key QC. If the verification successes, it broadcasts the following interest packet to 

the network and saves this key ka. 

{ || || { ( )}}
CC CYC d dID a SIG H a  (5) 

Note that the joint signature { ( )}
CC CYd dSIG H a is the “license” that C subscribes content 

cached in . 

7.4. Packet Forwarding 

Nodes in the network  will process the interest packet and the content packet 

according to the CCN/NDN components such as FIB table, PIT table and content store 

CS, the detailed of this process is shown as follows: 

1) When a node n in the network  receives an interest packet about the content Ca, it 

firstly verifies the subscribing license using the public key of the subscriber. If this 

verification is fail, it deletes the interest packet. Otherwise, it checks its’ CS and 

does as follows: 

 If there exists the content Ca in node n’s CS, then n deletes the interest packet 

and directly sends the following content packet to the node who forwarded this 

interest packet to the node n. 
 

{ || || { || ( ) || { ( )}}
a SS SYS k a a d d aID a SYMENC C H C SIG H C

 
 Otherwise, the node n continues to forward the received interest packet 

according to its FIB table. 

2) When a node n in the network  receives a content packet, similar to receiving the 

interest packet, it firstly verifies the publishing license. If this verification is fail, it 

deletes the content packet, otherwise, it saves this content packet and forwards the 

content packet according to the information recorded in PIT table. 

7.5. Content Fetch 

When the content consumer C receives the following content packet,  

{ || || { || ( ) || { ( )}}
a SS SYS k a a d d aID a SYMENC C H C SIG H C  

1) It firstly decrypts this ciphertext using the decrypted key ka (obtained from the EC-

Yaksha server in the content subscribe stage) to recover the content Ca and the 

publishing license { ( )}
SS SYd d aSIG H C . 
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2) It verifies the publishing license using the data source S’s public key QS and 

calculates the hash value H(Ca). If these verifications success, C accepts the content 

and deletes the decrypted key ka. Otherwise, it deletes the received content packet. 

Now, we summarize the process of message exchange for ECY-CPS system in table 2 

(shown in next page). 

Table 2. The Message Exchange of ECY-CPS 

:{ || || || || { ( )}}

:{ || || || { || { ( )} || }

:{ || || { ( )} || { || ( ) || { ( )}}}

:{ || || || || { ( )}}

SS

SY SS SY

SS SY a SS SY

CC

S Y SY d a

Y S k SY d d a a

S d d a k a a d d a

C Y CY d

S Y ID ID a n SIG H C

Y S ID ID a SYMENC n SIG H C k

S ID a SIG H C SYMENC C H C SIG H C

C Y ID ID a n SIG H a



 











:{ || || || { || { ( )} || }

:{ || || { ( )}}

:{ || || { ( )} || { || ( ) || { ( )}}}

CY CC CY

CC CY

SS SY a SS SY

Y C k CY d d a

C d d

S d d a k a a d d a

Y C ID ID a SYMENC n SIG H a k

C ID a SIG H a

C ID a SIG H C SYMENC C H C SIG H C





 










 

8. Security Analysis 

8.1. Formal Description of ECY-CPS System 

The ECY-CPS system has four roles. A set of roles is {Consumer(), EC-Yaksha(), 

Source(), Network()}.We use , , ,C Y S N
   

 as names for protocol participants the Consumer, 

the EC-Yaksha server, the data Source and the Network. C, Y, S, N respectively 

represents thread of protocol participant. Using protocol programming language of PCL, 

Roles of ECY-CPS are shown below. 

source( , , , ( )){

/ * * /

       new ;

       ( ) : hash ;

       : sign ( ), ;

      send . . . . ;

/ * * /

       receive 

a

a a

SY

a a

S a SS

SY S

S Y C H C

apply for the key k used to encrpt the content C

n

H C C

s H C d

S Y a n s

content publish

Y

 

 





          

 

1

1 1

1

1

1

. ;

       : symdec , ;

       match  as . . ;

       Verify , ;

        := symenc . ( ). , ;

       send  . . ;  }source        

Y

S Y SY

S SY SY a

SY S

S a a SY a

SY S

.S .a enc

text enc K

text n s k

s Q

enc C H C s k

S .a s enc
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consumer( , , , , ){

/ * * /

       new ;

       ( ) : hash ;

        : sign ( ), ;

a

CY

C CC

C Y S N a

apply for the key k used to decrpt the content

n

H a a

s H a d

  





         

 

2

1 2

1

        send . . . . ;

/ * * /

       receive ;

       : symdec , ;

       match  as . . ;

       Verify , ;

       send  . ;  

/ *

CY C

Y

C Y CY

C CY CY a

CY C

CY

C Y a n s

content subscribe

Y .C .enc

text enc K

text n s k

s Q

C .a s

content fet

 

 





1

2 1

2

1

1

* /

       receive ;

       := symdec , ;

       match  as . ( ). ;

       verify , ;

       := Hash( );

       match  as ( );}consumer             

SY S

C S a

C a a SY

SY S

C a

C a

ch

S .a.s .enc

text enc k

text C H C s

s Q

h C

h H C



 

1

1

Yaksha( , , , ( ), ( ){

/ * * /

       receive . . . . ;

       : sign , ;

       : symenc . . , ;

       send  . . . ;

/ *

a

SY S

SY S SY

Y SY SY a SY

Y

Y C S H a H C

sends the encrpted key to the data source

S Y n a s

s s d

enc n s k K

Y S a enc

sends the 

 

 

 





 * /

       receive . . . . ;CY C

 decrpted key to the content consumer

C Y n a s
 

 
2

2

       : sign , ;

       : symenc . . , ;

       send  . . . ;}Yaksha

CY C CY

Y CY CY a CY

Y

s s d

enc n s k K

Y C a enc
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1

Network( , , , ( ), ( )){

/ * * /

       receive . ;

       verify , ;

       send  . ;

/ * * /

       receive . . ;

      ver

a

CY

CY C

CY

SY S

Y C S H a H C

forwards the interested packet

C .a s

s Q

C .a s

forwards the content packet 

S .a s enc

 







1

ify , ;

       send  . . ;}Network

SY S

SY S

s Q

S .a s enc


 

8.2. Security Properties 

The security objectives of ECY-CPS are of two types: authentication and secrecy. The 

authentication objectives take the form that a message of a certain format was indeed 

sent by some thread of the expected principal. The secrecy objectives take the form that 

a putative secret is known only to certain principals. Using the symbol of PCL, the 

security properties of ECY-CPS are described in table 3. Where 
Source

YakshaAUTH states that 

when the thread S finishes executing the role Source(), some thread Y of principal Y


 

indeed sent the expected message that contains the encrypted key ka. 
Source

ConsumerAUTH states 

that when the thread C of principal C


  finishes executing the role Consumer(), some 

thread S of principal S


 indeed publishes the content Ca that the content consumer is 

interested in.
a

Consumer

ksec states that the key kais secret after execution of the consumer role 

by C; the other security properties are analogous. 

Table 3. Security Properties of ECY-CPS 

1 1

2 2

3 3

: .Send(( , ), || || { || { ( )}|| })

: .Send(( , ), || || { || { ( )}|| })

: .Send(( , ), || || { ( )}|| {

SY SS SY

CY CC CY

aSS SY

a aKYS SY d d

aKYC CY d d

aCS d d k

AUTH Y Y S  SYMENC n SIG H C k

AUTH Y Y C SYMENC n SIG H a k

AUTH S S a SIG H C SYMENC C

 

 

 

  



  



 







 || { ( )}})

:   [source] Honest( , )

:[consumer] Honest( , )

:[consumer] Honest( , )

:           

SS SY

a

a ad d

source
S YSyaksha

consumer
C YCyaksha

source
consumer C CS

k

SIG H C               

AUTH S Y AUTH

AUTH C Y AUTH

AUTH C Y AUTH

SEC



 

 

 







Honest( , , ) (Has( , ) { , , })

:      [yaksha] ,               :       [source]      

:    [consumer]  ,          :    [network]

a a a a

a a a

a

yaksha source
Y Sk k k k

consumer network
Ck k k

C Y S X k X C Y S

SEC SEC SEC SEC

SEC SEC SEC

      

  

aN kSEC
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8.3. Environment Assumptions 

We assume that the EC-Yaksha private key of protocol participant only is known by the 

owner in our ECY-CPS system, namely they don’t leave to any other participant. Using 

the symbol of PCL, this assumption is illustrated as follows: 

1 : , Honest( ) (Has( , ) Has( , ))

(Has( , ) Has( , )) ( )

XY XX

XX XY

X Z. X Z d Z d

Z d Z d Z X



 
   

   
 

In addition, the master secret key KXY shared between any user X and the EC-Yaksha 

server is also only known by the owner. This assumption is described as follows: 

2 : , , Honest( , ) (Has( , ) ( )XYX Y Z. X Y Z K  Z X Z Y
     

      
 

8.4. Security Proof 

Theorem 1 (The encrypted Key ka Authentication) On execution of the content 

publisher and the content consumer roles by the relative principal it is guaranteed that 

the intended EC-Yaksha server indeed sent expected response under the assumption 

Honest( , , , )C S Y N
   

. Formally, 

ECY - CPS ,Consumer Source

Yaksha YakshaAUTH AUTH
 

Proof:  we firstly prove that ECY - CPS Source

YakshaAUTH . We assume that the thread S of the 

protocol participant S


completely performs the role Source(), we make induction proof 

on basic sequence source2 of Source(): 

2 1

1 1

1

source = {  receive . ;

                   : symdec , ;

                   match  as . . ;  }

Y

S Y SY

S SY SY a

Y .S .a enc

text enc K

text n s k

 



 
According to the axiom ENC1, the fact, that the content publisher S can decrypt encY1 

using the master secret key KSY shared between S and the EC-Yaksha server, indicates 

that there exists the thread X of the protocol participant X


generates and sends the 

message contains the ciphertextencY1 encrypted with the master secret key KSY. On the 

environment assumption 2 , the assumption Honest( , , , )C S Y N
   

and the honest rule HON, 

however, the protocol participant X


possessed the master secret key KSY must be the 

EC-Yaksha server. Such we prove that the equation as below:  

ECY - CPS Source

YakshaAUTH
 

Similar to the above proof process, we can conclude that 

ECY - CPS Consumer

YakshaAUTH
. 

Theorem 2 (The encrypted Key ka Secrecy) On execution of the content consumer and 

the content publisher roles by the relative principal, secrecy of the encrypted key ka is 

preserved under the assumption Honest( , , , )C S Y N
   

. Formally, 
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ECY - CPS , , ,
a a a a

Yaksha Consumer Source Network

k k k kSEC SEC SEC SEC
 

Proof: under the protection of the set K of the master secret keys K={KSY, KCY}, the 

secrecy property of the key ka can be proved. We firstly prove that the execution of the 

content consumer, the content publisher, the network or the EC-Yaksha server roles 

discharges the invariant assumptions , that is: 

[Consumer()] Honest( , , , )

[Source()]       Ho

       (1)

       (nest( , , , )

[Yaksha()]      Hones

2)

   t(     (3, ), , )

C

S

Y

C S Y N

C S Y N

C S Y N

   

   

   






 

The invariant  of ECY-CPS scheme defines the operations that the thread Y 

generated the encrypted key ka can do and can’t. The assumed condition  is the 

conjunction of the following formulas i (i=1, 2, 3). 

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

1

2 0

3 0

: , .New( , ) (Send( , ) ContainsOpen( , ))

: , , .New( , ) SymEnc( , , )  

: , , .New( , ) SymEnc( , , )  

a a

0 a S Y S Y a S Y 0

0 a C Y C Y a C Y 0

X m X k X m m k

X S Y X k X n .s .k K X =Y S =S

X C Y X k X n .s .k K X =Y C =C

     

     

   

    

    
 

The predicate ContainsOpen(m,ka) in 1 asserts that ka can be obtained from m by a 

series of un-pairings only no decryption required. In addition, assumes that some thread 

Y of Y


generated the key ka. Therefore, we can conclude that:  

KOHonest( , ) Honest( , , , )ak Y C S N
   

K
 

Clearly,  is prefix closed and the set K of the master secret keys only can be 

accessed by the protocol participants , ,C S Y
  

. These proofs of the predicate i (i=1, 2, 3) 

are derived from the authentication properties ,Consumer Source

Yaksha YakshaAUTH AUTH . 

Secondly, we show the proof of the following expression: 

ECY - CPS Honest ( , , , ) SafeNet( , )aC S Y N k
   

  K
 

The above formula indicates that the message sent/received on the network and 

protected by the key set K is safe if the assumptions of Honest( , , , )C S Y N
   

and  is 

satisfied. The proof of this part uses the staged composition theorem (Theorem 6 in 

[23]).  

Finally, the following conclusion can be inferred by combining the above two proof 

steps and using the rules NET, POS and POSL:  

ECY - CPS , , ,
a a a a

Consumer Source Yaksha Network

k k k kSEC SEC SEC SEC
. 

Theorem 3 (the content Ca authentication) On execution of the consumer role by a 

principal it is guaranteed that the intended publisher indeed sent the expected content Ca 

under the assumption Honest( , , , )C S Y N
   

. Formally, 

ECY - CPS Source

consumerAUTH
 

Proof: We assume that the thread C of protocol participant C


completely performs 

the role Consumer(), we make induction proof on basic sequence consumer2 of 

Consumer(): 
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2 1

2 1

2

1

consumer = {  receive ;

                        := symdec , ;

                        match  as . ( ). ;

                        verify , ;   := Hash( );

        

SY S

C S a

C a a SY

SY S C a

S .a.s .enc

text enc k

text C H C s

s Q h C



1                match  as ( );}C ah H C  
 

The fact, that the consumer can verify the publishing license using the content 

publisher S’s public key QS, indicates that there exists the thread X of the protocol 

participant X


generates this license (the joint signature) according the PCL axiom VER. 

On the environment assumption 1 and the assumption Honest( , , , )C S Y N
   

, however, the 

protocol participant X


possessed the EC-Yaksha server key dSS must be the content 

publisher S.  

In addition, the verification of hash value can prove the integrity of the content Ca. 

Such we prove the following equation:   

ECY - CPS Source

ConsumerAUTH
 

Finally, the confidentiality of the content Ca can be guaranteed by theorems 1-3 so 

long as the cryptographic schemes used in this new system are secure. □ 

We omit the detailed of proofs for theorems 1-3 because of length limitation. 

9. Comparison of the Related Solution  

We assume that some initialized cryptographic materials have been distributed. From a 

start point that generates the encrypted key for content, three schemes PRE-SCD [12], 

BE-SCD [14] and our system are detailedly compared in table 4. Finally, we conclude 

results in table 5. Table 5 is shown in the next page. 

We think that these three schemes can be used in different environments. However, it 

is hard to distinguish their advantage/deficiency. The main problem that there exists in 

BE-SCD and our system can be the key breach. That is to say, the content consumer C 

can leak the decrypted key derived by computing or applying to illegal user, because the 

decrypted key for same content is same. Identity based proxy re-encryption used in 

PRE-SCD can efficiently overcome this issue, but it is required that the content 

producer must be always online. However, it can be most important benefit for our 

CCMANET environment that any data source (Multi-Source) is allowed to publish 

content in PRE-SCD and our system. In addition, our solution can defend interest 

flooding and content pollution attacks because of using the license, and it is allowed that 

EC-Yaksha server monitors content transmitted on the network. BE-SCD is better fit for 

an environment relied on CDN. 
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Table 4. The Related Solution Comparison 

 NCO NEM 

The Content Encrypted Key Generation Stage 

BE-SCD 
Sends secret share Tj=<xj, f(xj)> to each user uj, 

Tj is encrypted using uj’s public key. 
t encryptions  t 

PRE-SCD Don’t anything 0 0 

ECY-CPS Don’t anything 0 0 

Content Publish 

BE-SCD 

The content producer firstly generates the 

Enabling Block (BE) and the encrypted key , 

and then it publishes the encrypted content to 

the network along with BE, BE contains 

information for any legitimate user uj to extract 

the encrypted key  using it’s secret share Tj. 

1 encryption 

and 1 signature. 
1 

PRE-SCD 

The content producer publishes the content 

encrypted using the key
Sidsk of the respective 

producer identity. 

1 encryption 

and 1 signature. 
1 

ECY-CPS 

The content producer firstly applies for the 

encrypted key ka and the publishing license 

from EC-Yaksha, and then publishes the license 

and the encrypted content encrypted using the 

key ka. 

1 encryption 

and 2 

signatures. 

3 

Content Subscribe   

BE-SCD 
The content consumer broadcasts the interest 

packet contains its’ signature.  
1 signature 1 

PRE-SCD 
The content consumer broadcasts the interest 

packet contains its’ signature. 
1 signature  1 

ECY-CPS 

The content consumer firstly applies for the 

decrypted key ka and the subscribing license 

from EC-Yaksha, and then broadcasts the 

interest packet contains the subscribing license. 

1 encryption 

and 2 

signatures. 

3 

Content Fetch 

BE-SCD 

The user uj (a content consumer) firstly 

computes the decrypted key from Tj and BE 

using the lagrangian interpolation method, and 

then decrypts the encrypted content using the 

secret key . 

1 decryption 

1 signature 

verification 

0 

PRE-SCD 

The content consumer firstly requests re-

encryption key
C Sid idrK  , and then encrypted 

the encrypted content using the re-encryption 

key
C Sid idrK  again. Now it can decrypt to 

obtain the content using the key
Cidsk of the 

respective its identity. 

2 encryptions, 1 

decryption, 2 

signatures and 

2 signature 

verifications  

2 

ECY-CPS 

The content consumer decrypts the encrypted 

content using ka acquired in content subscribing 

stage. 

1 decryption 

and 1 signature 

verification 

0 
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Table 5. Summary of the Related Solution 

Protocol NCO NEM OO MS RS DKB 

BE-SCD t+5 t+2 N N Y Y 

PRE-SCD 10 4 Y Y N N 

ECY-CPS 8 6 N Y Y Y 

Note: indication of the symbols used in table 4 and table 5 is shown as follows. NCO, 

Number of Cryptographic Operations; NEM, Number of Exchange Message; OO, The 

data source is required Online or Offline; MS, Multi-Source; RS, Rely on the Server; 

DKB, The Decrypted key Breach. t is threshold of allowed revoked users in BE-SCD. 

10. Conclusion 

In this paper, we firstly develop an EC-Yaksha system. And then, a secure content 

publish/subscribe system ECY-CPS for CCMANET is proposed. We prove security 

properties of ECY-CPS in PCL and make a comparison analysis between existing 

solution and our system. We find three schemes can be used in different scenes. Our 

system has three benefits: (1) The EC-Yaksha server can monitor content transmitted on 

the network. (2) Our system doesn’t require that the content producer is always online, 

and it also may don’t rely on the internet infrastructure or CDN. (3) Our system allows 

any legitimate data source publishes content. In addition, it is one of our future works 

that implements our system and make experiment analysis in CCNx [4]. 
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